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one of the biggest complaints
about the previous nba live games

was the lack of a shooting foul.
nba 2k9 will finally get this, and

even include an extra foul.
however, unlike the fouls in nba

2k9, nba live 8 now has a different
foul scheme. in nba 2k9, you'll use
the drive foul when you drive too
far and crash into the player. in

nba live 8, you'll use the jump foul
when you jump too far and foul
the player. the number of fouls

you can use in the game is
unlimited, and you can even use it

on one player in a specific way.
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for example, you can use the
jump foul on one player to prevent
him from driving and crashing into

the ballhandler. the free
basketball mode in nba live 08 will

now include the option to dunk
contest. a new type of "contest"
where a small group of players

battle to see who can throw down
the most dunks, this mode is very

similar to the one found in nba
2k9. the person with the most

points at the end of the game will
be declared the winner. the game

will also include new dunk
animations and a new set of
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dunks to perform. im not a huge
2k fan but seeing this ui on a 360
kinda makes me want to try this
game out. more options this time
around for sure. who cares if the

2k series is a little dated and lacks
innovation. u guys know its the

best selling sports title out there.
lol, i think you guys have it a little
backwards. ea sports hasn't lost
their touch, they've just added

some new things to their
interface. for example, you can
now type or click on players to

bring up their ratings, something
that's taken me forever to figure
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out. but that's just one thing. the
addition of the "next move"

button is another game changer
and a must for any sports title.

playing as kobe, lebron, or durant,
you can see that if you don't know
what to do, you can use the next
move button to quickly figure out
what move would be the best. i

also noticed that the "1 on 1" and
"2 on 2" situations are a lot easier
to do now. for example, if you're a
psp gamer, there's no more "1 on
1" button that you have to press
while getting the rebound. that's
been taken care of. i can see why
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ea sports would go with this
design philosophy because most
people are used to it. when using
the mouse, they have to move the
cursor from player to player and
then click to pick up the ball. the
next move button eliminates that
part and makes it much easier to

decide what move to make.
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